Meeting Agenda:

Town of Wilbraham Vision Task Force
Envisioning the future of Wilbraham by listening to the expectations of the people of our town, collecting data, and examining trends that could impact that future

Mission
To lead a community-driven process to make Wilbraham a better place to live and work by gathering broad-based public input and generating a consensus-based guiding vision to address Wilbraham’s current and evolving challenges and opportunities

AGENDA

MONDAY, July 15, 2013
7:00PM, Conference Room 1, Town Hall

- Call to Order
- Minutes from July 8 - Nancy (bring any corrections/amendments with you)
- Correspondence
- Refine Team Preview Presentations Schedule (Summer 2013)
  - Nancy (5 minutes)
- Final Report Introduction/Change Chapter Review – Chuck (15 minutes)
- September Public Presentations Preparations (40 minutes)
- Audience of Citizens
- Next Meeting
- Adjourn